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Duncan Bradford is used to putting other people first even the annoying little jinx that lives next

door, but when the unexpected happens and he starts to see her in a whole new light, he decides

that it's time that he acts more like a Bradford and takes what he wants.
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Let me start off by saying that I have fallen in LOVE with R. L. Mathewson and her novels. This

series and the Pyte/Sentinel series are my current faves.As the 7th book in the "Neighbor from Hell"

series, this book is a great addition. I loved Duncan, Necie, and Grandpa. This book differed from

previous incarnations of this series in that the 'neighbor from hell' was Necie, a clumsy, accident

prone woman who lives next door to Duncan. For the better part of a year, Duncan has struggled to

stay out of the way of his neighbor, until one day he couldn't anymore.I really enjoyed this book, but

one of the main things that bothers me is the number of grammatical and spelling errors. For the

number of books that have been produced by this author and the insanely fun feel of them, I just

truly expected better at this point. R.L. if you are reading this, hit me up and I don't mind helping

edit. Seriously, a good editor can take a book and make a good book even better. Despite that, I



love the works by this author and definitely recommend them. Enjoy.

No cliffhangerStandalone though part of a larger seriesTold from both POVsWay more errors than I

am used to by this authorThe entire neighbor from hell series is by far my favorites book series ever.

Each book has you in tears because you are laughing so hard.Duncan has been mentioned in

previous books. He is a fire fighter and all around a good guy. Necie is his highly accident prone

neighbor. For a year straight he avoids her at all costs because when he does cross paths with her

he usually ends up in the ER.A freak storm beings them together and let me tell you, it is off the

charts... But like most Bradford men Duncan says the wrong thing and breaks her heart.More hilarity

ensues between the Bradford clan and Duncan and Necie's grandfather...Think kidnapping at gun

point... and finally Duncan realizes he needs to decide if Necie is his "one".Don't want to give too

much h away but if you have read the other books you know food, buffets and fights likely come into

play.The only reason I didn't give this book 5 stars is because it felt a bit rushed to me and because

there were so many more editing errors than I am used to from this author that they took away from

the story a bit.Still can't wait for the next book in this series.

A typical day in the Bradford world. Serious food addiction, pleasure in annoying every relative they

have, being driven mad by an "annoying, bratty" woman and kidnapping.Duncan and Necie are the

typical NFH couple, maddeningly cute, funny and take great pleasure in torturing each

other.Duncan, an exhausted Emergency worker and Necie an amazing cook working in her

grandfathers bakery. Amazing cook plus Bradford is a match made in heaven, but of course Necie

is a total Klutz and on numerous occasions causes Duncan injury. He loathes her, avoids her,

despises her, can't stop tracking her with his eyes.Iv loved all the Bradford stories, they're witty,

cute, sassy, sexy, funny. What I didn't particularly like about CFH was, 27 year old virgin. It's just a

little over done. And it was a little to easy, yes there was plenty of "injury" but a little angst would

have propelled this story just that bit further. However this doesn't take from the words R.L spins.

Staying true to the Bradford name, curse, traditions and all. R.L delivers a fast passed light hearted

romance. Something a little different from mainstream romance but still a fantasy so easy to get lost

in while reading it. If your wanting a quirky funny easy read then the NFH series is definitely for you.

My stomach hurts. I laughed so hard my stomach hurts. I don't know what was funnier-- Duncan

Bradford and all of the antics of his family or Necie, the virgin klutz. If I didn't have so many books to

read I would go back and read the series all over again--so funny. Necie has just returned home to



help run the bakery. She hasn't even gone in the house and she is injuring Duncan. Life goes down

hill from there. I thought I would die of laughter when poor Necie slipped, letting loose of a cart full of

pastries. The Bradfords came to her aid until the pastry cart was discovered. The fight was on

between parents, brothers, and cousins, leaving Duncan to help Necie. It is a day that will live in

infamy. It is a game changing day. Let the mating dance begin, crash, burn, restart, force (getting

the idea). Gotta love the Bradfords. Niece's grandfather is one cool unique old man. Can you

imagine a 65 year old man giving lessons on "the talk" and condom use. He doesn't just teach, he

supplies. I will never look at a banana the same way. Let me warn you--don't drink anything while

reading. It is such a pain to stop and clean up. I will be reading Christmas from Hell next holiday

season.

I have loved the Neighbor From Hell series, so I pretty much know what to expect and I was looking

forward to reading this book. This book was very disappointing for me. Cursing in every other

sentence that just seemed like overkill. Inconsistency from the beginning to the end. I'm use to the

farfetched nature of these stories but this one wasn't working. Necie was the ultimate klutz but then

at certain points in the book the clumsiness seemed to disappear like when they had sex, making

the story inconsistent. Misuse and misspellings of words ran rampant. Spoiler alert... Unrealistically,

a virgin has sex for the first time which is very rough and she enjoys it right from the start. :/ The

usual kidnapping scene was off...and then rushed to wrap up the ending the way they all do. Sexual

language was very explicit but just didn't work for me. This book seemed thrown together. I'm still a

fan of this author but I was very disappointed in this book. Sorry.
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